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Brand New Book. Tuberculosis has twisted through the millennia hand-in-hand with humanity,
leaving its marks on our culture, our history and our DNA, from the birth of Homo sapiens right up
to the present day. TB continues to kill more people than any other infectious agent; it may be an
ancient disease, but TB is not a disease of history. In Catching Breath, Kathryn Lougheed asks what
has made Mycobacterium tuberculosis such a successful bacterium, and how we can use this
knowledge to consign it to the history books. We follow its path through the ages, from its time
gathering strength as a latent infection of hunter-gatherers to its rise alongside human
urbanisation and industrialisation, and learn just how connected human history is to TB - from an
Ancient Egyptian murder mystery and the rumours of the first vampires to a tragedy set in the
Amazon rainforest. Catching Breath - the story of one of the world s oldest diseases - looks at the
hidden biology behind the interactions of Mycobacterium tuberculosis with its human host, and
shows how drug resistance, the HIV epidemic, poverty and inequality work...
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A whole new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is really simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of the publication. I am just e ortlessly can get a
delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Ma r ia no Gleichner-- Ma r ia no Gleichner

It is really an incredible publication that we have possibly study. Of course, it really is engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You are
going to like how the writer compose this publication.
-- B a iley Lehner-- B a iley Lehner
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